
Materials and Tools Factsheet 

Ceiling 
Paint - Armsted White Matt Emulsion (Bought from Brewers/Dulux Decorator Centre)


Brush for Cutting - I use a 3 or 2 inch Purdy (Buy from Amazon) or Brewers


Roller System -  I use a 9inch long pile roller (I use long pile as these hold a lot of paint so you get 
the job completed quicker but they can leave a lot of paint on the surface so make sure you take 
care with your rolling technique to roll the paint out so it doesn’t look stippled. If nervous use a 
medium pile roller)


Purdy Colossus Complete Roller System (Amazon) includes roller sleeves, roller cage and small 
pole 


Larger if you prefer Roller pole-Purdy Power Lock Extension Pole (Amazon)


Paint Scuttle - Coral 15Litre paint scuttle (Amazon)


Liners to keep it clean - Coral (Amazon)


Paint Kettle for Cutting in - Coral Essentials Paint Kettle (Amazon)


Hop up - Super Odd Job Aluminium Hop up (Amazon)


Prep Materials -


Purdy Filling/Putty Knife (Amazon)


Pot of ready mixed fine filler - I prefer Touprex or Tetrion. Polyfiller tends to be quite hard and 
grainy so I only use this if I can’t get my preferred brands (Brewers)


Sandpaper-mixed grit pack (Amazon Fandeli is good)


Stanley Lightweight Retractable knife-rakes out cracks easily


Tape - Tesa Tape Precision Indoor tape (Amazon)


Wall 
Paint - I  used Dulux Heritage Velvet Matt in Egyptian cotton and Tranquil Dawn as feature wall 
colour

I use Matt paint as I prefer the finish but this particular mix is durable which is handy for being 
wipeable and hard wearing. 


Brush - as above


Roller System - as above 


Woodwork such as Skirting, Door frame & Door-


Brush - I use either a 2inch or 1.5inch Purdy Brush. These can be found in angled finish as well to 
help with cutting in (Amazon)


Paint - Johnstones Aqua System Water Based Satin (Amazon)
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